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Social Action Reports

Garden - Total for the summer 2,389 pounds to PROP

MOW - Jill Closs says they would like the cards/notes we offered for their clients.  They should
be about half an 8  1 /2 by 11 inch paper folded in half.  Messages like have a good day are OK
but no references to health.  The next monthly delivery is the week after Thanksgiving.  Becky Jo
plans to use this as a youth activity in December.

Cleaning Buckets - All 8 of the buckets' contents we donated along with $450

Rainbow - Video "For the Bible Tells Me So" scheduled for Sunday the 14th

PROP Gift Cards - Deadline for donations is 11/21

Christmas Offering - Due to many crises around the world we agreed to provide half of the
offering to PROP and the other half to an international aid project.  Michael suggested helping
the refugees who have been tricked by the leader of Belarus into going there to try to put
pressure on the EU.  Michael will research potential recipients that are working with the
refugees.

Brooklyn UMC Plans - Becky Jo has been discussing our potential involvement with the Pastor at
BUMC.  Small steps to start with will include a few people attending a service there, perhaps
their choir singing for an EPUMC service and perhaps a food collection during Lent made up of
the foods preferred by those with North African roots

Budget for 2022

Requests have been sent to Connie Hausworth for the following items:

PROP garden - $500 for replacement of hoses, signs, fencing and for plants

Every Meal - $5050 for our 5K commitment and for background checks for new  as
required by the schools

Rainbow - $300 for our support of the Reconciling Network

Miscellaneous - $150 for items needed for operation of Social Action activities


